
U7/8 Shooting

Location: Burke School. Date: Apr 15, 2019 6:15 PM - 7:15 PM

Comments before Training
Use Warmup Games that promote shooting.  Hit the ball game and puggs games. Close with 4 V 4 game with larger goals or 
multiple goals and shorter field to promote shooting. May want to start with 3 V 3 or even uneven 4 V 2 games.
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U7/8 Warmup Warm-up - 15 min.

 
Objective: Play Practice Play. This gets players moving in the 
game. Guided instruction prior to start, can they find space to 
take a shot. Can they dribble to space and then shoot or pass 
before pressure comes.
 
Micro Games Setup: Multiple 15 X 15 Grids. Some with two 
puggs, some with one pugg and line soccer zone, some with 
weighted ball in the middle.
 
Execution: As players arrive set up in 2 V2 and 3 V 3 games. The 
two puggs are regular games, the two puggs line soccer one 
team shoots to goal, the other team tries to stop the ball in the 
zone at the end line. The ball, players pass and dribble until they 
can hit the weighted ball with their ball.
 
Spider Web Game Setup: Great game for dribbling and passing 
warm-up.
Basic set up. 20 X 20 Grid. 2 players in the middle link arms. They 
are the spider/defense. All others are offense.
Dribbling rules:  All offense players have a ball. Dribble around 
the box to avoid the spider. If tagged (preferably below the knee, 
if to hard below the chest), the player passes their ball to the 
coach and links arms with the rest.
Passing Rules: Half as many balls as there are offense. The 
spider (defense) tries to tag players with the ball. Player must 
pass to a teammate to avoid being tagged. If player passes the 
ball out of bounds he/she links arms as if he/she were tagged.
 

Comment
Select warmup games that promote striking the ball. Challenge players to work on their shot

U7/8 Shooting Main phase - 20 min.

Setup: In warmup games, provide focus on ball striking, shooting 
when have time. 15 x 20 grid with 3 Puggs one on each side 
phase I. 4 puggs or larger nets Phase II. Extra balls are 
recommended for this drill. Break into groups of 8-1 2 per grid in 
3- 4 teams of 3-4.
Execution: Phase 1: Players move around inside the grid. Start 
with coach distributing ball into a player who receives and 
passes to a team mate that is positioned to score. Team receives 
and shoots. Coach plays in a ball to a new player who passes to 
a new teammate. Progress to players rotating from passing in, 
receive and pass, and shooting. Phase II: Move to opposed 
games with 3 V 1. 3 players attack a net with one defender. At 
least one, preferred 2 passes before shooting on net. After shot, 
the team retreats to their goal and only one player stays on to 
defend. Two of the opposing team joins the third to attack the 
other net. If have multiple teams, shooting team comes 
completely off and one defender from the third or 4th team 
jumps on. Teammates always join the defender after a shot on 
net.
Objectives/Coaching Points: Balance and positioning of the ball 
in front and to the side enable a strong shot. Instep strike for 
power, inside of foot for accuracy. Position oneself so you can 
run on to the ball to receive and shoot. 3 V 1 is to make it easier 
for the shooter. Pass, dribble on angle to avoid the defender and 
give yourself more time to shoot. When shooting is it easier or 
harder to hit the net from the side. Can you land on your shooting 
foot after you kick.

Comment
Close with 4 V 4  game, depending on success in main phase may want to make more favorable to offense.  4 V 2 or 3 V 2 
games.  Switch defenders.
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